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It will be hard for some, He says. Some won’t be able to see it and come all the way
in, but do not despair for them, says the Spirit of Grace. Some of Mine are willing, even
present tense, to tarry until it brings in what it takes, everything for this outpouring.
Many are on the verge of that place of authority that I have asked them to come to for
many years, and I am asking you as a dear Friend, come all the way.

I am coaxing you. I am coaxing you to come all, but for those who can hear and can
go ahead and make the last part of this journey all the way over, I will use your authority
to bring others all the way. Many have asked in the days gone by, “Who will be some of the
first to go all the way in and experience that glory?” My heart is that you all come one and
come all to this place, but there will be those who by choice of laying down their life will
make this last part of the transition over, and standing in that place looking back, there
will be an authority in their hearts to help bring others to this place. I am coaxing you. I
am wooing you.

Do not despair for those who have a hard time during these times, who do not
understand the moment that you are in. I love them, and I have a place for them in My
Kingdom as well. But for those who are making the final part of this transition, this is
meat to you, and it is not only for these times in the service, but it is an anthem to you to
speak louder than words, to know that beyond these walls, it is your place of commitment
to prayer that will bring My authority in the last part of this transition, says the Spirit of
Grace. So go all the way in and do not care, as in being overly careful, for those who are
not ready to make the journey. My love will flow not only to you but through you to them,
but let no distraction based on anyone’s want, anyone’s desire or wantful desire to come in.
Do not look at them; do not despair for them. You who have ears to hear, come all the way.
Come all the way, and you will help bring others. You will coax others to this place, says
the Spirit of Grace.


